
Charles Schwab, one of the largest financial services firm in the country has an exciting internship 
opportunity for Juniors graduating in 2018 within Marketing Analytics. Schwab Intern Academy ranks 
among the top 5 BEST internship programs in financial services for 2015 and is considered one of 
the best across all industries based on a survey conducted by Vault. 

Marketing Analytics Internship Overview 

The Analytics Insight & Loyalty group (AI&L) provides a wide variety of analysis and research 
services supporting multiple business units across Schwab. Our mission is to help our business 
partners at Schwab better understand the needs and behaviors of our prospects and clients through 
statistical analysis and modeling, market research, database marketing, business consulting, and 
data-driven applications.  Our services have a direct impact on company growth including acquiring 
new clients and assets, reducing attrition and building client loyalty.  The AI&L organization reports 
to the CMO and heavily supports the marketing organization but also supports other functions such 
as sales, client experience, strategy, product/platform services, Schwab bank and others. 

Analytics Interns:  

The Analytics function at Charles Schwab provides advanced quantitative analyses to help business 
partners and senior leadership better understand our prospects and clients. These insights help 
guide Charles Schwab in the development of new product/service offerings, better target prospects 
and clients, increase acquisition of desired prospects, understand the ROI of advertising and 
marketing promotions, and identify strategies to grow client engagement, retention, and loyalty.  Our 
analytical services are in heavy demand as our team is a critical component in Schwab’s 
commitment to being a leading data-driven organization. The intern would work on a specific 
marketing or product analytics problem under the guidance of an experienced analytics manager. 
The role will involve development of an analytical framework, identifying data needed to solve the 
problem, exploring and visualizing data, developing conclusions and building a presentation deck. 

Internship Tracks within Analytics to include: 

1.    Global Data/ Data Governance- operational focused, work with business unit, data probe, 
remediate issues. Develop data quality rules. Business analysis understanding, profiling, 
make data available, building big data department/data science. Data related degree, familiar 
with how data is structured & architected. How data gets used at a business level.  Flexibility 

2.    Global Data/Analytic Architecture- work w/ABI, set up infrastructure, forms, defining use 
cases. Social data & understand sentiment. 

3.    Global Data/Self Service analytics- empower business user to get information on their own. 
Knowledge of BI tools, building solutions to drive outcomes.  Consultative area. 

4.    Statistical Analyst/Mads-  building a center of gravity for analytics/data science/business 
intelligence. Targeting big data/predictive analytics, marketing optimization/predictive 
analytics- thru algorithms, Statistical analysis.  Creative solutions 

5.    Statistical Analyst/Mads-   Most cases are retail, modeling, , hadoop cluster w/big data- 2 
areas are data processing and transformation of large quantities of data, prepare for 
modeling, visualizations, create dashboards on Tableau  They need to want to be in 
application/development , will put models in production by doing the coding/will write 
programming scripts, have an interest in machine learning and ideally a CS major.   

 

 



Internship Majors: 

Undergraduate or Master’s program in mathematics, operations research, economics, econometrics, 
finance, computer science, engineering, or similar quantitative field. You MUST be a JUNIOR 
graduating in 2018 to qualify for the internship program. 

 

Internship Locations:  Lone Tree, CO (outside of Denver)  and Austin, TX 

 

Compensation: Competitive. THIS IS A PAID INTERNSHIP. 

 

What you have: 

 Undergraduate or Master’s program in mathematics, operations research, economics, 
econometrics, finance, computer science, engineering, or similar quantitative field. 

 Ability to structure and solve analytical problems with an appropriate blend of technical rigor 
and practical business intuition. 

 Strong programming skills in SAS, SQL, R or similar programming languages. 
 Understanding of various data sources such SAS datasets, Teradata, Oracle. 
 Solid oral and written communication and interpersonal skills; skill & interest in 

communicating with peers and seniors. 
 Strong ability to work independently as well as collaboratively with other analysts. 

  

How to Apply? If you are interested, please apply on our website at: 
http://schwabjobs.com/ShowJob/Id/968783/2017-Schwab-Intern-Academy-%E2%80%93-Marketing-
Analytics/ . After you have applied, please send your resume to: Aisha Jackson at: 
Aisha.jackson@schwab.com  

  

Thank you!  

Kind Regards, 

 

Aisha Jackson 

Charles Schwab | Campus Relations Specialist | Talent Attraction & Programs  
Email: Aisha.Jackson@schwab.com | Office: 312.517.4407| Mobile: 312.623.6384 

Fax: 800.966.5531 | 150 S. Wacker Drive, Chicago IL 60606 
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